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It’s the Little Things

By Gurustu

Even the mightiest of oaks starts as the tiniest of acorns. Neither
one is greater than the other; they’re just merely different forms of
the same thing. And yet, we often look around our lives and see
things from only today’s perspective. We look up at the oak, but
down at the acorn. Sometimes we fail to realize that it’s really the
acorn that makes all the difference.
We can control the little things
It’s far easier to take that acorn and do something with it, than it is to conquer the oak. If
we look around our lives, we’ll see many, many acorns. Now is the time to grab the ones
we want to plant, not later when they grow beyond us.

We can nurture the little things
Bigger trees need more stuff… more sunlight, more water. Little things just need a little
bit of nurturing to get them started.

We can dedicate ourselves to the little things
Sometimes dedicating yourself to big things just seems to be overwhelming. That alone
can stop us from even trying. If what we’re trying to do, or trying to get, seems small;
then it makes us “go for it” where other times we wouldn’t even try.

We can change the course of the little things
Pivotal moments are actually tiny moments. They just have a HUGE impact on
everything from that moment onward. It’s in those tiny moments that we have the most
power; we control the direction of where it’s going. Better to be aware, and to be in
control, of those pivotal moments; so that we can adjust as we go.

We can love the little things
Love is big, regardless of size. Love isn’t earned by how much something grows, or how
big it is. It simply is; and it’s loved or not loved for what it is. Let’s not wait for
something to grow before we decide to love it or not. It needs more love at the beginning
anyway, so love freely and often.
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